
Instructions for 

Playing the game Monopoly®

Please read these instructions before meeting to play a game of Monopoly®.  Students that don't read
these instructions make mistakes and take longer to complete assignments. 

*  General instructions for playing the game of Monopoly®

* To start play the first time

* Naming your company

* Manager's diary

* Special rules

* At the end of each year

* When in financial distress or bankruptcy

* Ending the simulation game 
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General Instructions for Playing Monopoly®

Your instructor will assign you to a group for playing a game of Monopoly®.  In each game, only

four playing pieces or tokens are to be played.

The play of the game is to take place outside of class at a time

and location of your own choosing.  Use the traditional board

and paper version, not a computer program.  Use your own

copy of Monopoly® or borrow one from the instructor. 

Check to make sure that your game is complete.  The

equipment consists of a board, two dice, tokens, 32 houses

and 12 hotels.  There are Chance and Community Chest

cards, a Title Deed for each property and thousands of dollars

of play money.

Monopoly® is to be played using the standard rules accompanying the game.  Do not use the rules

for the short game, or any of your favorite house or home rules.  Please read the standard rules before

you start the game.

Typically, four to eight students are assigned to each game of Monopoly®.  If there are five or more

in a particular game, some tokens will be played by one student and others by two.  The first reason

for extra players is if a student drops the course during the term (always a possibility), then the game

can continue.  Second, it provides flexibility when scheduling a time to play the game.

You and the other students in your game will need to meet on four occasions for play of the game. 

Each time should last about one hour.  It is mandatory that at least one student for each token attend

each session of game play.

Each game is considered a distinct and separate local market.  The four tokens in each game

represent independent companies within this market.

Each company should play the Monopoly® game to win! The sole

criterion for winning is the largest retained earnings at the end of year

four.  The typical winning strategy is to create and develop monopolies,

thereby breaking opponents and driving them into bankruptcy.  A prize is

awarded to the company with the highest retained earnings of all games

played in your class.
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As you play the game to win, don't be a jerk about it.  Everyone knows that Monopoly® has one

winner and three losers.  Although skill enters into it, good luck is a primary factor in winning.  So

don't gloat if you win.

Being a nice and courteous contestant does not mean that you should be slow in developing any

opportunity.  Winning a game of Monopoly®—or the game of business—depends on taking bold

and decisive action.  In other words, start building immediately after creating a monopoly.

Please don't get teary-eyed or depressed if you are losing.  The purpose

of playing the game is so you can do the accounting.  You are graded on

your accounting, not on how well you do in the Monopoly® game.

After supervising hundreds of games of Monopoly® played as part of

Real Money, I've noticed a common pattern for progression of the game. 

Year one (the first thirteen turns) is when most companies are focused

on purchasing properties.  By the end of the year, about 75% of the

available property has been purchased.

During year two, teams usually acquire all of the remaining properties.  Self-created monopolies

(being lucky enough to be first to land on every property in a color group) do not develop in most

games.  Students must trade if they want to form monopolies (remember, wanting to form a

monopoly is a requirement)."  A few houses are sometimes built.

During year three, more monopolies are formed by trading.  Houses are built, sometimes hotels. 

Financial distress for some companies is becoming evident.

During year four, hotels are built in many games.  About half of all games are hotly contested and

very close.  Clear winners sometimes emerge.  A few of the weakest companies go bankrupt. 
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To Start Play the First Time

Open the Monopoly® game box and get set up to play.  One

player will need to serve as banker.  Now is a good time to

review the standard rules for Monopoly®.

Each game is limited to four companies or tokens.  If more

than four students have been assigned to your gaming

group, then there will need to be some pairing up.  If five

students have been assigned to your game, there will be

three single players and one pair.  With six students there

will be two singles and two pairs.  With seven, there will be one single and three pairs.  With eight,

there will be four pairs.  If you need Car to and are willing to pair up, then choose someone other

than a close friend to be your partner.  [This way, you will be less likely to be tempted to collaborate

when working on assignments.]

Now, all players sit around the game board.  Each company chooses a

token.  If two companies want the same token, negotiate.  Many

people like to choose CAR.  It has been scientifically proven that

CAR will not go around the board faster than any other game token.

Each company starts the first year with $1,500

in cash.  This is the only contributed capital.  There is no additional

investment from investors or dividend distribution to investors during the

simulation game.

Roll the dice to find out which company is to go first (highest

number on two dice).  The second company to play is on the starting company's left. 

Continue play in a clockwise order.  Be sure to follow the standard rules for

Monopoly®.

A month starts when the first company rolls the dice (or makes a transaction immediately prior to

rolling the dice).  A month ends after the fourth company has had a chance to move and has

completed transactions.  During a month, a company may have transactions as it moves around the

board or when another company takes an action that affects it.  There are 13 months in a year. 

Identify monthly periods by number (y/mm).  For example, the fourth month in the second year

would be 2/04. 
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Naming the Company

Eleven tokens are currently included in the classic Monopoly® game. These are

the battleship, cannon, car, dog, flatiron, horse & rider, sack of money, shoe,

thimble, top hat and wheelbarrow.

Your company name should be related to which token you are

using.  There is no rule against choosing a clever name.  If you

are using the dog token, then you might name your company the

Dog Company or possibly, Puppy Love!  If you are using the thimble token, then

you might name your company the Thimble Company or possibly, Sew Perfect!

Names should be chosen before submitting assignment one.

Manager's Diary

Write everything down each company should maintain a manager's diary

during the play of the game.  A manager's diary is essentially a transaction

log.  It should contain four types of entries:

1. A record of all events that occur during a company's turn. 
Identify the turn by number (y/mm).  For example, the fourth month in the second year
would be 2/04.  Note the name of the square moved to (e.g., Connecticut Avenue or
Chance square on first side of board).  If rent is received, you should record which
property is involved.

2. A description of the company's strategy.
3. A justification for any major financing or real estate transaction.
4. A running cash balance. 

When something happens, write it down.

An example of a manager's diary for CAR follows.  Some entries are from year one, others are from

year three.

1/1 Moved to Connecticut.  Bought it for $120 [Decision rule:  buy all unowned property.].  Collected
$8 rent from SHOE (Connecticut) and $8 rent from HAT (Connecticut).  [Cash:  $1,500 - $120 +
$8 + $8 = $1,396]

½ Moved to St James.  Bought it for $180 [Decision rule:  buy all unowned property.].  Collected $14
rent from HAT (St. James).  [Cash:  $1,396 - $180 + $14 = $1,230]

 
 

3/9 Trade with SHOE a possibility.  I have two Greens (Pacific & NC) & two Reds (KY & IN), SHOE
has one of each (PA & IL).  These groups represent my best chance for achieving a monopoly. 

Puppy Love
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Because there is little price difference in the houses, I think I prefer the Greens because they get
more rent with houses.  HAT seems interested, but is unwilling to trade at this time.  This is
probably because HAT wants the Greens.  Moved to Illinois Ave.  Paid $20 rent to HAT.  [Cash: 
$1,053 - $20 = $1,033]

3/10 Trade finalized with SHOE.  Actual trade with SHOE:  two Reds traded away for one Green (PA),
one Orange (TN, I will now have two Oranges), and one Purple (Baltic, my first).

PA, worth $600 (present value of future house & hotel rents)
TN, worth $250 (it should have appreciated a little)
Baltic, worth $100

Total value received, $950.  Book value given up, $440 (KY & IN's historical cost).  Accounting
gain = 950 - 440 = 510.  I think that the two Reds are probably worth about $950, based on
potential future earnings.

Moved to NC Ave.  Bought two houses for Greens (NC & PA).  [Cash:  $1,033 - $400 =
$633]

Special Rules

Play by the standard rules for Monopoly®.  There are many home-made rules for Monopoly®.  Don't

use them.  On the other hand, there are a few special rules that you must follow during this

simulation game.  These rules are not included in the standard rules.  They are, however, in force for

this simulation game and must be followed.

1. Lottery (also known as the Free Parking rule). At the

beginning of the game, the Bank puts $250 in Free Parking. 

As the game progresses, money is added to Free Parking

every time a company pays a fine, luxury tax, etc.  Money for

the purchase of properties, the purchasing of buildings, or for

the mortgaging of properties goes to the Bank as usual.

Specifically, payments for these items go into Free Parking:

* Any payment required by a Chance or Community Chest card that ordinarily goes to
the bank.

* Fifty dollar fine for getting out of jail.
* Payments for landing on the Income Tax space.
* Luxury tax.
* Interest on mortgaged property. 

Each time a company lands on Free Parking, it collects whatever money is in the pot at that

time (treat it as a miscellaneous revenue).  Immediately after the Free Parking jackpot is

collected, replenish Free Parking with $250 from the bank for the next company lucky enough

to land on Free Parking.
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2. No auction rule.  When a company lands on a property, railroad, or utility that is unowned, it

has the option of purchasing it at the stated value.  If the company decides not to purchase it, it

remains in the bank until another company lands on it and decides to purchase it.

 

3. Borrowing from other companies.  Teams may make unsecured loans to other companies at

negotiated interest rates and terms.  In other words, you may charge as high of a rate as the

market will bear if you intend to loan money.

 

4. Free Rides.  The standard rules require that all transactions for property be made for cash.  In

this simulation game, you may include other considerations in your trade, such as promising

reduced or complete rent forgiveness when landing on the trading property in the future.  These

other considerations may not be sold by the company that receives them.  Also, all rights to the

other consideration end when either of the companies to the contract goes bankrupt.

 

5. Income tax.  The fourth square past GO on the game board requires a

company to pay income tax.  The company has the choice of paying

$200 or 10% of its total assets (both cash on hand and the value of all

property).  These tax payments (usually $200) are added to the lottery

jackpot and should be considered as prepaid income tax, a current

asset.

In addition, all companies must regularly pay income tax expense.  This tax is paid to the bank

in April (turn 4) of the next year.  The adjustment is explained in detail in the adjustment

section of accounting instructions.

 

6. Mandatory monopoly rule (optional by instructor).   Each

game must have at least one color group monopoly created by

the end of year two (or year 3, instructor's choice).  This may

require some trading.  If the play in your game does not

produce at least one company with a color group monopoly,

then year two must be replayed.

7. Mandatory house building rule (optional by instructor).  When

any company acquires its first color group monopoly, it must build

at least one house on that color group within three months. 

However, if a company goes bankrupt before the three month

period is up, it is excused from this rule.
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If a company does not have a monopoly by the end of year two, it is required on month 3/01 to

build one (and only one) house on a single color property.  No more houses may be added to

that property until it becomes part of a color group monopoly.

At the End of Each Year

Every year at the end of turn 13, the game must be put away until the instructor authorizes you to

start play for the next year.  Several things need to be done for each company,

* Prepare a list of all properties owned (including houses & hotels).
* Write down your ending location on the board.
* Count money on hand.  Write this amount down on

the sheet of paper on which you have taken
notes during the play of the year.  Have a player
of another company count your money for
verification.  If that player agrees with your
total, then he/she must sign next to the dollar
amount you wrote down.  This slip of paper,
containing your amount of ending cash along
with the verification signature, is called the
cash memo.

In some games, players have chosen to put ending cash amounts for all companies on the
same sheet of paper.  After the amounts have been counted and verified by opponents,
signatures are recorded.  This combined cash memo is then photocopied and is handed in
when submitting annual reports. 

Also, one company should record the amount carried over in Free Parking.  Be sure to get a verifying

signature for this. 
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When in Financial Distress or Bankruptcy

You must take all possible actions to avoid bankruptcy.  If you land on a property and do not have

sufficient cash to pay the rent, then you may (1) auction off valuable properties to competitors, (2)

mortgage properties and (3) sell back houses and hotels to the bank.

If your company still owes more money in rent than it has after taking all possible actions designed

to forestall bankruptcy (including mortgaging all land and investments), then your company is

declared bankrupt.  A special reminder, you may not sell or transfer to an opponent land with houses

or hotels.  All houses or hotels must be sold back to the bank before transferring property to an

opponent.

In Real Money no company is allowed to quit the game upon being declared bankrupt.  Turn over all

money to the competitor that bankrupted you, and hand over all properties but one (choice of the

bankrupt company).  Any accrued interest on mortgaged property passes on to the receiving

company.

For example, if a poor company (CAR) lands on property with a large rent due ($950), CAR must

first mortgage all properties in an attempt to raise sufficient cash to pay the rent.  Assume CAR only

has $75 on hand and two unmortgaged properties (Park Place and Boardwalk).  CAR must first

mortgage its properties. Park Place fetches $175 and Boardwalk fetches $200.  This brings CAR's

cash total to $75 + $175 + $200 = $450.  CAR is still deficient, and has no recourse but to declare

bankruptcy because the amount of available cash ($450) is less than the rent due ($950).  CAR must

choose which one piece of mortgaged property to keep.  If CAR decides to keep Boardwalk, then it

turns over its $450 of cash and the mortgaged Park Place.

The bankrupt company, CAR, then continues to play the game.  It rolls the dice and moves whenever

it is its turn.  In all turns after going bankrupt, it must honor all Chance and

Community Chest cards, as well as pay all rents and fines. It also collects from

Chance and Community Chest cards, salary from passing Go and the Free Parking

jackpot.  Except on the part of the turn it goes bankrupt, it may borrow sufficient

funds from the bank (in $200 increments at 26% interest) at any time to continue in

the game.  The bankrupt company may never unmortgage its sole remaining property

nor may it ever purchase any other piece of property or investment. 
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Ending the Game

The game should be continued for 52 complete turns

(four full years).  Assume that the game could very

well continue into a fifth or even sixth year.  We

simply stop doing it for class purposes after the fourth

year.

In each game, the company with the largest amount of

retained earnings is declared the winner for play of the

game.  An overall winner is selected from the group of

game winners. 
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